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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

July 14, 2008 10:42 PM
5 Year Review
input into 5 year reveiw : attenti o n Mr. W . Handl er

Dear Mr. Handler,
I have been involved with the auto insurance process because my Mother at . years old was
hit by a car while she was crossi ng at a gre~ a pedestrian with the car running
through a red light. This accident occurred_
A nearby policeman witnessed the
accident and called an ambulance quickly. A doctor from the local clinic ran out and applied
first aid and she was rushed to the hospital. The accident resulted in very severe injuries
and only because of the excelle nt abilities of the local doctor, ambulance medics and
surgeons at the Trauma Centre at
was she able to survive. The
doctors all called her a "miracle" but she has suffered greatly and has been reduced over the
past 18 months from a very fit, active, healthy , independent senior to a very frail , crippled
person , depend ant on others . She was in three locations: in hospital , convalescence and
re-habilat ion care for six months and then it was time to be discharged. At this point we
realized there was no where for her to go as she needed constant care and assistance, so my
sister and I arranged to have her move to a private senior care home hoping at some time she
will be well enough to return to her own home.
I expect insurance is in place to re-cover loss and to compensate for loss and expense due to
the need for the insurance being activated . This is not the case with the Ontario auto
insurance coverage. I would gladly pay to enhance levels of such compensation but because
of the "rules" this is impossible and the level of resititution for care is dismally low. There are
far too many gaps and levels of compensation far too low to cover the losses and actual
expenses that are incurred in a serious accident.
I now think the no-fault insurance as enforced by the Ontario government is almost a
consumer "scam" set up to enrich the insurance companies and penalize and neglect the
victims of serious accidents. The process to access and claim insurance compensation is so
onerous I am sure many victims are unable to navigate the process . It is my observation that
there are three victims when someone is severely injured in an automobile accident. 1. The
victim of the accident. 2. The family and related care-givers to the victim, and 3. the taxpayers
of Ontario. The victors in this process are the insurance compan ies and in far too many cases
the person causing the accident, because their actions causing great harm and injury were
"not intentional". My mother had no claims for accidents, a perfect driving record and
preferred to walk as much as possible rather than drive . However, because she did have an
insured car her "no fault insurance" was to take responsibil ity for insurance purposes and it
appeared to be their intention to provide as little assistance as they could , challenging almost
every claim at any opportunity. I believe the insurance industry in Ontario assumes a perfect
solution for a victim is to go to a tax-funded hospital, in a tax-funded ambulance where in
they are kept with the most minimal conditions of comfort until they can be discharged into a
tax-payer funded nursing home where they are again kept in the most minimal condit ions
posible . This is not to criticise the care in these institutions, it is to criticise the lack of
providing extra care comenserate with a person's normal life-style that should be the outcome
of insurance. All transport between hospitals is again provided by very expensive tax funded
ambulance, hitting up the tax payer again for a nurse and medic to accompany the victim ,
waiting hours at the other hospital for an x-ray and then returning them by ambulance,( but
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not funding a care-giver
car mileage who transpo rted the victim on such trips several times to save the tax payer
money and the nursing staff from being short on their shift).
When one is dealing with the emotional distress following an extreme accident there is no way
to know what the process is to access insurance . Upon contacting the auto insurance
company under your "no fault" insurance they send you out a blank forms which ask "tell us
what happe ned to you". No information about SASS or the process is forthcoming from any
source until you , upon the police suggestions, contact a lawyer. In our case we did not resort
to this for quite a while and we we re completely uninformed as to how to proceed with
insurance claims and were quite distraught and unable to do this complicated and time
consuming task. It is necessary to access busy doctors , hospital records , hospital accounts ,
locate occupational physiotherapi sts, nurses etc., none of whom want to fill in your forms or
give you copies of anything. Also, it is quite unlikely that anyone keeps receipts for the first
weeks following an accide nt and the insurance companies re-imburse very little with out such
receipts. The list of expen ses qualified to be re-imbursed to the victim( in hospital over six
months) and family is quite inadequate. The rules leave huge financial gaps in what the family
must pay to approach a reasonable standard of care and compan ionship for the victim and
what is covered by the insurance. There is a total absence of any consideration for the
huge loss of time, expense and the physical effort necessary in caring for a very disabled
person , by their fami ly, to supplement institutional care. Now that the health system is under
such restraints the victims must go to where ever there is a bed, even though in our case it
was a 70 km. round trip travel almost daily for over two months until a rehabilatation room
could be found closer to home . Costs such as: travel expenses every day ( with the current
level for mileage compensation being applicable for only over 50 km.per day and not being
able to accumulate mileages over more than one day, it was impossible to receive proper
compensation; buying new clothing to fit over huge head bandages, large clothing with
easyfastening fronts, nighties rather than hospital gowns, bringing in edible food ,
buying comfortable blankets, reading material, installing telephone service and T.V ., access to
long distance calling and providing short trips out of the hospital for the victim all are not
cover ed by the insurance company. The time the family care-giver must alot not only to care
and keeping company the victim but to supply all the up-keep of the victim's vacant home,
paying all bills and accounts, accessing professionals to fill in forms , doing all the erands ,
arranging help, co-ordinating care-givers, visiting doctors, the hard lifting and transporting the
almost immobile victim in and out of wheel-chairs, packing wheel-cha irs and walkers into the
car for medical and dentist visits and short shopping trips. As well , there is no compensation
to assist the victim to attend arbitration meet ings when the insurance company refuses to meet
their obligations (which they were ordered to fufill,) or for meetings with lawyers . The huge
amount of planning and work to enable the victim to attend important family events in wheel
chair, such as a grand-daughters "shower" , wedd ing or even a holiday supper is immense
and no consideration is given for this lost time, effort and expense by the family.
Expenses to move from one hospital to another are not covered other than the odd sparse
remnant of mileage charges. Travel to collect visiting relatives from airports and the expense
of their visit with the family are not covered . As well , the cost of several meals a week eaten
away from home while caring for the victim's needs , is not compensated , desp ite this situation
persisting for six months.
In addition the expenses of obtaining and moving to a long care private institution are not
cover ed. Again, the level of pay scheduled under SASS to hire house-workers and
personal care attendants is less than minimum wage but the real wages of these providers is
double to triple the alotted cost re-imbursement. If one needs 24 hour care at even $10 per
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hour how will one pay for 24hours x 30 days =$7230 when the care budget is a maximum of
$3000. per month. If you have suffered a fractured back, a severed off ankle re-attached with
metal but not healing well, accompani ed by pain and swelling daily, a severe open head
wound that has left you with dizzy spells and loss of balance , when you can't lift with two arms
or you fall over, when you can't let go of a walk er, when you cannot sort out and access
and properly take 20 pills a day, cook your food , have no mobility to let alone get access to
anywhere but up and dow n a flat hall way and this is all inflicted upon you , just what does the
commissioner of insurance suggest you do! The victim is entirely reliant on their fami ly to
arrange care and provide additional hours of work and effort to take over the care of another's
day to day life, but not one cent of compensation for such duties are covered on behalf of a
related care-give r, usually the only person available to provide such help.
Through all this ordea l everyo ne involved in this crisis such as the police, hospitals, and health
care system were helpful, kind, professional and caring . However, the great exception to all
the positive consideration to m M her the accident victim, was that of the AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE COMPANY
and the insurance process . Their
input can only be describe , in my opinion as cruel , In Imldating , inhumane, inadequate and
unfair . The distress they put us through was the worst aspect of this entire ordeal and at all
times they were only following the process , to the finest degree, put in place by your
department. Thus , I can only impress upon you that your insurance process and rules the
companies rely on to delay and challenge assistance to the victims result in extreme hardship
and emotional distre ss to a truly injured person. As stated above, the levels and quantity of
re-imburse ments are completely inadequate and unrealistic and must be expanded and up
graded . I cannot but wonder how someone who is isolated, un-educated, perhaps not fluent in
English, not well off financially and very injured would fare under the current insurance rules
and syste m. In order to ache ive even the minimum level of care as required in the SABS
schedule it was necessary to hire a lawyer and have him intervene on behalf of the victim in
many instances. The amount of money spent by the insurance company requesting
examina tions to try not to pay and the necessity of us having to also request examinations by
professionals is actually more than they have paid to care for the victim.
However, my most emphatic complaint about the automobile insurance regime forced upon us
in Ontario is the great discrimination carried out by the Insurance rules regarding the levels of
compensation alotted to different catagories of citizens, dependant only upon their salary when
they are viciously cut down and their lives as they know them destroyed , through no fault of
their own.
To render this insurance system more equitable to consumers and not just to the over-flowing
bottom line of insurance compan ies I am asking for the follow ing changes to be implemented:
1.The amount of every benefit should be immediately doubled to reflect the realistic cost of
care for a seriously injured person in 2008.
2.The scope of compensation for the family of the victim should be greatly expanded to cover
the realistic losses and expenses in caring for their loved one .
3.The rigorous, demanding schedule of examinations allowed and enforced by insurance
companies should be limited to only two per year when the victim has been in a
very seriou s accident, has well documented injuries and commom sense would tell anyone a
fast recovery is not realistic.
4.An ombudsman should be assigned by the Government to assist the victim's family , step by
step, in processing and understanding the forms and process of the insurance process .
5.The value of a citizen's well being, health, enjoyment of life, and the cost of having all of
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these qualities taken from them should be equal in the estimation of the rules governing the
compensation to innocent accident victims. A senior, an unemployed person , a mother or
care-giver has a life that is just as important to them as any currently employed person and it
should be unlawful to discriminate against the value of someone's life just to save money for
insurance compan ies.
6.The criteria for catatrophic injury should be more realistic , reflecting the destruction of a well
functioning person to a very disabled dependant being , not only to the extent of being so
impossibly destroyed that life is intolerable.
Citizens pay for an average of two million dolla rs of insurance coverage but we are quite
cheated by the insurance process set up by our Ontario government when we must look for
assistance from our insurance coverage. The salvation to the Government is that citizens do
not know this until they become a victim of the system and the insurance companies. Our
insurance company had a profit of $441 million dollars last year alone . They have fought
paying expenses for my mother with vigour at every step of the way. We are disappo inted and
disgusted with this system . Yes, it is better than nothing , but drivers with excellent records are
paying for insurance that does not compensate them for their losses when they occur in an
accident.
I hope my comments are of use in your evaluation process.
Thank you.

